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a b s t r a c t

The aim of a recommender system is to estimate the relevance of a set of objects belonging to a given
domain, starting from the information available about users and objects. Adaptive e-learning systems
are able to automatically generate personalized learning experiences starting from a learner profile
and a set of target learning goals. Starting form research results of these fields we defined a methodology
and developed a software prototype able to recommend learning goals and to generate learning experi-
ences for learners using an adaptive e-learning system. The prototype has been integrated within IWT: an
existing commercial solution for personalized e-learning and experimented in a graduate computer sci-
ence course.
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1. Introduction

A significant educational action able to guide the learner in a
comprehensive learning process is not only focused on learning
(cognition level) but also on fostering a correct learning behavior
that empowers learners to achieve their learning goals in a con-
trolled and directed way (metacognition level) (Mangione, Gaeta,
Orciuoli, & Salerno, 2010).

Starting from this principle we defined and developed an e-
learning system able to build personalized learning experiences
starting from a set of target concepts selected on an ontology-
based domain model (Capuano, Gaeta, Miranda, Orciuoli, & Ritro-
vato, 2008). We then extended such system in order to allow
course generation from an explicit request in terms of needs to
be satisfied and expressed by the learner in natural language (Cap-
uaCapuano, Gaeta, Orciuoli, & Ritrovato, 2009).

The work presented in this paper deals with the definition of a
further process of course building starting from an implicit request
rather than from an explicit one. In other words, a methodology to
recommend learning goals based on the analysis of a learner’ pro-
file (including known topics) and on the comparison of this profile
with profiles of similar learners is defined.

The proposed methodology upholds the social presence (Acam-
pora, Gaeta, Orciuoli, & Ritrovato, 2010; Capuano, Gaeta, Orciuoli, &
Ritrovato, 2010), while supporting the development of self-regu-
lated learning. Educational recommendations serves as a pedagog-

ical advance organizer for the learners, as it anticipates and spreads
needs, knowledge and learning paths. Furthermore the proposed
solution also supports help seeking processes improving the stu-
dents’ control over learning. This makes the solution adequate
nononly for educational settings but also for enterprise training
(Capuano, Gaeta, Ritrovato, & Salerno, 2008).

The paper is organized in this way: Section 2 introduces some
background about recommender systems; Section 3 briefly intro-
duces the starting point of our research and then describes the pro-
posed methodology; Section 4 introduces the developed prototype
and presents some example of use; Section 5 compares our ap-
proach with some existing recommender systems for e-learning;
eventually Section 6 presents conclusions and planned future
work.

2. Background on recommender systems

Recommender Systems (RS) are aimed at providing personal-
ized recommendations on the utility of a set of objects belonging
to a given domain, starting from the information available about
users and objects.

A formal definition of the recommendation problem can be ex-
pressed in these terms (Adomavicius & Tuzhilin, 2005): C is the set
of users of the system, I the set of objects that can be recom-
mended, R a totally ordered set whose values represent the utility
of an object for a user (e.g. integers between 1 and 5 or real num-
bers between 0 and 1) and u: C ! I ? R a utility function that mea-
sures how a given object i 2 I is useful for a particular user c 2 C.
The purpose of the system is to recommend to each user c the ob-
ject i0c that maximizes the utility function so that:
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i0c ! arg max
i2l

u"c; i# "1#

The central problem of the recommendations is that the function u
is not completely defined on the space C $ I. In fact, in typical appli-
cations of such systems, a user never expresses p on each object of
the available catalogue. A RS shall then be able to estimate the val-
ues of the utility function also in the space of data where it is not
defined, extrapolating from the points of C $ I where it is known.

In other words, the goal is to make a prediction about the vote
that a particular user would give to an object that has not been
rated yet. Several techniques for RS exist in literature, they are usu-
ally divided in three broad categories:

% cognitive (or content-based) approaches: specific objects are rec-
ommended to the user, similar to those that have been posi-
tively rated in the past (they are therefore based on the
calculation of similarity between objects);
% collaborative approaches: specific objects are recommended to

the user, in particular those objects that are liked by other peo-
ple with similar tastes (they are therefore based on the calcula-
tion of similarity between users);
% hybrid systems: they combine the two previous approaches.

In following sub-sections, we present the three approaches by
considering the advantages and disadvantages of each of them.
As described in Section 3, our methodology applies a hybrid ap-
proach, combining cognitive and collaborative elements.

2.1. Cognitive approaches

In cognitive approaches (Balabanovic & Shoham, 1997), the va-
lue of the utility function u(c, i) of the user c for the object i is pre-
dicted by considering the values u(c, ik) to be assigned to items
found similar to c. In general, each object i 2 I is associated with
a profile, i.e. a set of attributes able to characterize the content, that
is represented by a vector content(i) = (wi,1, . . .wi,k) where wi,j is the
weight of the j-th attribute or an indication of how the j-th attri-
bute is able to characterize the object i. The attributes’ weight
can be created automatically by the system or manually by a user.

As for the objects, users are also associated with a profile based
on the attributes of the objects preferred in the past. The profile is
defined as profile(c) = (wc,1, . . .wc,k), where each weight wc,j denotes
the importance of the j-th attribute for the user c. The profile of
user c can be obtained, in the simplest formulation, averaging all
profiles of the objects for which c has expressed a rating and
weighting them on the basis of the rating itself. Obviously, the pro-
file varies over the time depending on the assessments that the
user gradually provides.

Once the profiles that characterize objects and users have been
defined, the utility of an object i for user c is calculated basing on
the similarity between the two profiles. In other words u(c,
i) = sim(profile(c), content(i)). Several similarity measures can be
used for this purpose: one of the most common is the so-called co-
sine similarity based on the calculation of the cosine between two
vectors using the following formula:

Sim"profile"c#; content"i## !
Pk

j!1Wc;jWi;j!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Pk
j!1W2

c;j

q !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Pk
j!1W2

i;j

q "2#

The main advantage of cognitive approaches is that the recom-
mendations are only based on data related to the domain objects:
first useful recommendations are then made immediately, with
only one assessment made by the user. This feature is important
in environments where it is necessary to produce immediate re-

sults or in which new users are added frequently. On the other
hand this approach tends to over-specialize predictions, therefore
making them uninteresting.

2.2. Collaborative approaches

In collaborative approaches, unknown values of the utility func-
tion u(c, i) are estimated from those made available by people con-
sidered similar to c (Konstan et al., 1997). The basic idea is that
users who evaluated in the same way the same objects are likely
to have the same tastes (and are therefore similar).

Collaborative systems are very popular and are classified in
categories depending on the algorithm used to explore the connec-
tions between users. Among the others, user-to-user memory-
based algorithms (Perugini, Goncalves, & Fox, 2004) calculate the
utility u(c, i) as aggregation of the utility expressed for i by users
similar to c; in other words:

u"c; i# ! aggrc02C0u"c0; i# "3#

where C0 is the set of n users considered most similar to c (with n
chosen between 1 and the total number of system users).

The simplest aggregation function is the average of ratings gi-
ven to the users of C0 or, as expressed below, the average of such
ratings weighted on the degree of similarity between users who
have expressed them:

u"c; i# !
P

c02C0u"c0; i# & sim"c; c0#P
C02C0 jsim"c; c0#j

"4#

where sim(c, c0) indicates the degree of similarity between users c
and c0 calculated using similarity measures such as the cosine sim-
ilarity (2) or the Pearson’s correlation coefficient (Adomavicius &
Tuzhilin, 2005). These measures are applied to vectors (wc,1, . . .,wc,-
m) that characterize users, where wc,i = u(c,i), if defined.

By computing recommendations basing on the similarity be-
tween users, the advantage is to provide more accurate and less
obvious advice. Conversely, the main problem occurs in domains
with a large number of objects and/or users. Preferences in such
environments are extremely sparse and the utility function is de-
fined on a tiny part of the space C $ I. In these scenarios, it is diffi-
cult to calculate the correlation between users, so the
recommendations are generated in an inaccurate way.

Directly linked to this limit, there is the commonly called cold
start problem, that occurs in the early days of life of a system, when
the available number of assessments is still lower than those of a
fully operational system.

2.3. Hybrid approaches

Hybrid approaches try to overcome problems of both cognitive
and collaborative approaches by using the two techniques simulta-
neously. There are several methods by which collaborative and
cognitive approaches may be combined into a single system.
Among them we quote the following (Burke, 2007):

% weighted hybridization (a cognitive and a collaborative algo-
rithms are developed and, as final result, a combination of pre-
dictions from the two is used);
% switching (it is like the previous one but the system chooses, as

appropriate, only one algorithm among those developed and it
only returns results from it);
% cascade hybridization (available algorithms are ranked in order

of priority and lower-level ones can only refine the results cal-
culated from higher-level ones);
% ad hoc algorithms (they are specific implementations that com-

bine cognitive and collaborative elements).
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In general, hybrid recommender systems have, at the same
time, the benefits of cognitive and collaborative systems. The
downside is, of course, that these benefits are mitigated as a result
of the composition.

3. The proposed approach

In this section we describe the methodology we have defined to
recommend learning goals to users of an existing learning system
named IWT (Intelligent Web Teacher). First of all a brief introduc-
tion to IWT is provided in the next sub-section as well as some fun-
damentals on Upper Level Learning Goals (ULLGs): a user friendly
way (using natural language) for the expression of learning needs
provided by IWT.

After having introduced the starting point, a methodology to
recommend ULLGs basing on the analysis and the comparison of
learners’ knowledge is provided. The algorithm applies an hybrid
approach to recommendation consisting of three steps each de-
scribed in a separate sub-section. It improves preliminary results
obtained so far and discussed in Capuano, Mangione, Pierri, and
Salerno (2012).

3.1. The starting point: IWT

In this section we introduce the learning system named IWT
(Albano, Gaeta, & Ritrovato, 2007) that we adopted as a basis to ap-
ply models and methodologies hereafter defined. As described in
Capuano et al. (2008), IWT allows to generate personalized learn-
ing experiences and relies on four interacting models as described
below. In (Gaeta, Orciuoli, & Ritrovato, 2009) it is also presented
the integrated approach to manage the life-cycle of ontologies,
used to define personalized e-Learning experiences.

The domain model describes the knowledge that is object of
teaching through a set of concepts (representing topics to be
taught) and a set of relations between concepts. A set of teaching
preferences can be added to the domain model to define feasible
teaching strategies that may be applied for each available concept.

The learner model represents a learner and is composed by a
cognitive state that measures the knowledge reached by him at a
given time and by a set of learning preferences that provide an
evaluation of which learning strategies are more feasible for him.
Both components are automatically assessed by IWT by analyzing
results of testing activities and the learner behavior during the
learning experience.

The learning resource model is a metadata describing a learning
resource using the IEEE LOM standard (IMS Global Learning Con-
sortium., 2006). It includes the set of concepts that are covered
by the learning resource and an additional set of didactical proper-
ties representing learning strategies applied by the learning
resource.

The unit of learning model represents a sequence of learning re-
sources needed for a learner in order to understand a set of target
concepts in a given domain.

In (Capuano, Gaeta, Salerno, & Mangione, 2011) we have de-
scribed the process to generate a personalized and contextualized
unit of learning starting from a set of target concepts and from a
learner model. The process generates a feasible sequence of do-
main concepts able to learn the target concepts. Then it removes
domain concepts already known by the learner by looking at his/
her cognitive state. Eventually it associates to each remaining con-
cept the best matching learning resources taking into account
teaching and learning preferences.

To simplify user interactions with the system, IWT also imple-
ments an alternative method for the expression of a learning need
through Upper Level Learning Goals (ULLGs) Gaeta, Orciuoli, Paoloz-

zi, & Ritrovato, 2009. An ULLG is a meaningful set of target con-
cepts on a given domain model with a connected textual
description. ULLGs can be built either by teachers or by learners
and are accessed through a search engine.

The learner can so specify a learning need in natural language
and let the system find the list of best matching ULLGs basing on
the similarity between the expressed need and the textual descrip-
tions connected to ULLGs. Then the learner can select a ULLG and
let the system build a personalized unit of learning starting from
the connected set of target concepts and from his/her learner
model.

The next sub-sections deal with the integration in IWT of a new
process for course building based on ULLG but starting from an im-
plicit request rather than from an explicit one. In other words, a
methodology to recommend ULLGs based on the analysis of a lear-
ner’ cognitive state and on the comparison of this cognitive state
with cognitive states of similar learners is provided.

The algorithm consists of the following steps: concept mapping,
concept utility estimation and ULLG utility estimation each de-
scribed in one of the following sub-sections. Once the utility of
each ULLG is estimated for a learner, the ULLGs with the greater
utility can be suggested to him.

3.2. Phase 1: concept mapping

Given a set of concepts C and a set of learners L, the cognitive
state of a learner l 2 L (as reported in 3.1), describes the knowledge
reached by l at a given time and it is represented as an application
CSl: C ? [0,10]. Given a concept c, with CSl (c) we indicate the de-
gree of knowledge (or grade) reached by the learner l for c. If such
grade is greater than a threshold h then c is considered as known
by l, otherwise it is considered as unknown.

At a given time a learner can be enrolled to one or more units of
learning. As reported in 3.1 (and detailed in Capuano et al. (2008)),
a unit of learning represents a sequence of learning resources
needed by a learner in order to understand a set of target concepts
in a given domain. Among the components of a unit of learning
there is the learning pathLPath = (c1, . . .,cn): an ordered sequence
of concepts that must be taught to a specific learner in order to
let him/her complete the unit of learning.

Starting from that, we can define the set COTl of all concepts
that are object of teaching for a given learner as the union of all
learning paths LPath corresponding to the units of learning the
learner is enrolled in. Then we can define the concept mapping
function (CMF) that is a Boolean function CMF: L ! C ? {0,1} that
can be defined as follows:

CMF"l; c# $
1 if CSl"c# > h or c 2 COTl

0 otherwise

!
"5#

So, given a leaner l, CMF(l, c) = 1 for all concepts c that are already
known by l plus all concepts c that are currently object of teaching
for him/her. It is equal to 0 for any other concepts.

3.3. Phase 2: concept utility estimation

The utility u(l, c) of a concept c for a learner l can be estimated
starting from the concept mapping function. The utility of a known
concept or of a concept that will be known soon is equal to 0. So
CMF(l, c) = 1 ? u(l, c) = 0. Conversely, to estimate the utility of
remaining concepts, a user-to-user recommendation algorithm is
used.

We can estimate the unknown utility of a given concept c for a
learner l by aggregating, through a weighted sum, ratings for the
concept c, included in the concept mapping function, coming for
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learners that are similar to l. The estimation can be done through
the following formula, obtained as an adaptation of (4):

u!l; c" #
P

l02L0CMF!l0; c" $ sim!l; l0"
P

l02L0 jsim!l; l0"j
!6"

where L0 is the set of the n learners most similar to l while sim(l, l0) is
the similarity degree between l and l0 obtained though similarity
measures like the cosine similarity reported by (2) or the Pearson
correlation coefficient calculated on CMF.

From the algorithmic point of view, to estimate the concept
utility function, we start from the concept mapping matrix where
each element CMF(l,c) is defined with (5). This matrix is built the
first time by considering every cognitive state and every course
available on the system. Each time a learner starts, terminates or
abandons a course then the row corresponding to this learner is
updated, again, through (2).

Starting from the concept mapping matrix, the user-to-user
similarity matrix is calculated. Each element sim(l, l0) of this matrix
is obtained through a similarity measure between the rows of the
concept mapping matrix corresponding to users l and l0. Once the
similarity matrix is calculated, to estimate an undefined u(l, c) for
a given learner l, it is necessary to isolate and combine, by applying
(6), the utility expressed for c by the n learners more similar to l.

3.4. Phase 3: ULLG utility estimation

An ULLG can be formally defined as a tuple ULLGi = (Di,TCi,1, -
. . .,TCi,n) where Di is a text describing the learning objective in nat-
ural language, while TC1, . . .,TCn is the list of target concepts that
have to be mastered by a learner in order to reach such learning
objective. A learning need LN is a textual sentence (like ‘‘to learn
Java programming’’ or ‘‘how to repair a bicycle’’ etc.) expressed
by a learner in order to start the unit of learning building process.

Through the unit of learning generation algorithm introduced in
3.1 (and detailed in Capuano et al. (2008)) IWT is able to generate a
learning path starting from a set of target concepts. By applying the
algorithm described there, it is possible to determine, for each
existing upper level learning goal ULLGi, the corresponding learn-
ing path LPathi starting from the connected list of target concepts.

Once determined learning paths associated to available ULLGs,
it is possible to estimate the aggregated utility au(l, ULLGi) of each
of them for a learner l with the following formula:

au!l;ULLGi" #
X

c2LPathi

u!l; c"
jLPathij

!7"

The calculus of the aggregated utility takes into account the utility
of all concepts explained by the ULLG. This means that, if the learn-
ing path connected with the ULLG includes many concepts already
known by the learner, its aggregate utility can be low even if the
utility of remaining concepts is high. To take into account this infor-
mation we introduce the concept of marginal utility mu(l, ULLGi) of
ULLGi for a learner l that can be obtained with the following
formula:

mu!l;ULLGi" #
P

c2LPathi
u!l; c" $ !1% CMF!l; c""

P
c2LPathi

!1% CMF!l; c""
!8"

Thus the utility of an ULLG for a given learner can be obtained by
combining aggregated and marginal utilities through a weighted
sum with the following formula:

U!l;ULLGi" # a au!l;ULLGi" & !1% a"mu!l;ULLGi" !9"

where a is the hybridization coefficient that is a real number be-
tween 0 (highest priority to the marginal utility) to 1 (highest pri-
ority to the aggregated utility). The choice for a is done
empirically basing on experimentation results. Low values for a

privileges novelty while high values privilege accuracy of sugges-
tions given by the recommender system.

3.5. Algorithmic view

In order to further explain the recommendation building pro-
cess, an algorithmic view of the whole approach is provided below.
Each time a learner l starts, terminates or abandons a course the
following pseudo-code is executed:

calculate COTl as described in phase 1
for each concept c

calculate CMF(l, c) by using (5)
for each learner l0 different from l

calculate sim (l, l0) = sim (l0, l) by using (2) on CMF

Each time a learner l requests a recommendation, the following
pseudo-code is executed:

for each concept c
calculate u(l, c) by using (6)

for each learning goal ULLG
calculate au(l, ULLG) by using (7)
calculate mu(l, ULLG) by using (8)
calculate u(l, ULLG) by using (9)

When the utility of every available learning goal ULLG for the lear-
ner l is calculated, the n ULLGs with higher values for u(l, ULLG) are
proposed to him. To speed-up the process, it is possible to execute
the second pseudo-code for all learners as a background job on a
timed schedule.

4. The developed prototype

In order to experiment the proposed approach, we designed and
developed a prototype recommender system for ULLG and inte-
grated it with IWT. In the following sub-sections we present a
high-level view of the prototype architecture, give some details
about its user interface and show an example of use.

4.1. The architecture

The prototype was designed and implemented as a plug-in of
the IWT system. IWT architecture is divided in four main layers:

' the first layer is the framework used by developers to design and
implement core and services, application services and learning
applications;
' the second layer is composed by core services providing basic

features to manage users, roles, resources and ontologies as well
as for user profiling and learning personalization;
' the third layer is composed by application services used as

building blocks to compose e-learning applications for spe-
cific domains including learning and content management,
ontology management, ULLG management, communication
and collaboration;
' on the top of the stack, applications covering specific scenarios

obtained as integration of application services are built.

IWT server-side components are developed in Microsoft .NET
technology and use Microsoft SQL Server for persistency. IWT is
an extensible system both at the level of learning resources (with
drivers i.e. software components able to edit, manage and deliver
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a specific kind of resource) and at services level (with plug-ins i.e.
software components providing specific back-end services).

IWT comes with a ULLG manager within application services.
This is made of two modules: a designer aimed at defining an ULLG
as an aggregation of a set of target concepts with a textual descrip-
tion and a selector aimed at finding the best ULLG starting from a
query in a natural language.

To implement the approach described in this paper, the follow-
ing two additional modules have been implemented and inte-
grated to the ULLG manager:

! the indexer that works in background to maintain the concept
mapping matrix and the user-to-user similarity matrix;
! the recommender that calculates in real time the utility of each

concept and of each available ULLG basing on data structures
maintained by the indexer and suggests the most feasible ULLGs
for each learner.

The Fig. 1 shows the existing modules of the ULLG manager (in
grey) and the modules that we have developed (in black). Both
additional modules have been developed in C# starting from
MyMediaLite:1 a lightweight, multi-purpose library of recommender
system algorithms.

4.2. The user interface

After having accessed the IWT system, a learner can search and
use ULLGs created by different teachers going in the formative
needs section (see Fig. 2).

Here the learner can select one of the following available
options:

! Express learning needs: allows the learner to indicate in natural
language the learning needs he wants to achieve and to verify
what are the most suitable ULLGs available in the system to ful-
fil such needs.
! Browse existing ULLGs: allows the learner to view the complete

collection of ULLGs created by teachers and to select the most
suitable for him.
! View recommended learning goals: allows the learner to view a

set of ULLGs the system suggests for him thanks to the devel-
oped recommender system.
! My learning goals: allows the learner to view and manage

selected ULLGs and to study connected courses.

Clicking on the view recommended learning goals link, a list of
recommended ULLGs is displayed to the learner, along with their
relevance score by applying the methodology described in this pa-
per. The relevance score is obtained by normalizing the ULLG util-
ity defined by (9). Displayed ULLGs are ordered with respect to the
relevance score.

The Fig. 3 shows a sample list of suggested ULLGs in the domain
of computational logics. By clicking on the ULLG icon it is possible
to view summary information about it. By clicking on the delivery
link it is possible to use the ULLG i.e. the ULLG is transferred in the
my learning goals area where the connected course can be accessed
by the learner.

4.3. The prototype at work

To analyze the system behavior, we have created a sample do-
main for computational logics composed of the following concepts:
outline of set theory, logics, formal systems, propositional logics, first

order logics, description logics and ontologies. Defined concepts have
been connected with appropriate relations (not reported here for
brevity) according to the IWT domain model described in 3.1.

Starting from defined concepts we have also created five ULLGs,
targeting the following concepts: logics, propositional logics, first or-
der logics, description logics and ontologies. Table 1 reports the
learning path connected with each of these ULLGs obtained
through the application of the learning generation algorithm.

In the system we have also created three different learners each
with his own learner model. The cognitive states of such learners
are summarized in Table 2. As it can be seen, the cognitive state
of learner 1 is very similar to that of learner 2 that also knows the
concept description logic, so it is expected that the system suggests
the ULLG 3 (about description logics) to learner 1 with an higher rel-
evance score.

But learner 1 is also similar to learner 3 (with a lower degree of
similarity because they have less learnt concepts in common), so it
is expected that the system also suggests the ULLG 5 (about ontol-
ogies) to learner 1 even if with a lower relevance score. Suggestions
for learner 1 are reported in Fig. 3. As it can be seen our expecta-
tions have been respected.

It is important to note that the system also suggest to learner 1
the ULLG 4 about logics. This is because, like ULLG 3, it is capable of
enhancing the cognitive state of learner 1 with the missing concept
of description logics. Despite that the final result of the two ULLG is
the same, the system gives an higher relevance score to ULLG 3 be-
cause, even if the marginal utility of both ULLGs is the same (they
add the same number of useful concepts to the cognitive state of
the learner), the aggregated utility of ULLG 3 is higher (it includes
the minimum number of unneeded concepts).

Suggestions provided by the system to learner 2 are reported in
Fig. 4. It is equally similar to learner 1 and learner 3 so, in this case,
the system suggests to him the ULLG 5 about ontologies (coming
from learner 3) and the ULLG 2 about first order logics (coming from
learner 1). ULLG 5 has an higher relevance score with respect to
ULLG 2 thanks to an higher aggregated utility due to the inclusion
of less unneeded concepts. Also ULLG 4 about logics is suggested
because it also covers the missing first order logics concept but with
an even lower aggregated utility.

5. Related work

Several recommender systems for e-Learning have been intro-
duced to select and propose learning resources to users. Some of
them are still at prototype stage while some of them are full sys-
tems (Bodea, Dascalu, & Lytras, 2012). One of the first collaborative
recommenders for learning resources has been Altered Vista (Rec-
ker & Wiley, 2001) whose goal was to explore how to collect user-
provided evaluations about learning resources, and to use them to
recommend, to the members of a community, both interesting re-
sources and people with similar tastes and beliefs.

Fig. 1. Existing (in grey) and additional (in black) modules of the ULLG Manager.

1 http://www.ismll.uni-hildesheim.de/mymedialite/.
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Another system that has been proposed for the recommenda-
tion of learning resources is RACOFI (Rule-Applying Collaborative
Filtering) (Anderson et al., 2003) that combines a collaborative fil-
tering engine, that works with ratings that users provide for learn-
ing resources, with an inference rule engine that is mining
association rules between the learning resources.

The QSIA (Questions Sharing and Interactive Assignments) sys-
tem (Rafaeli, Barak, Dan-Gur, & Toch, 2004) is purposed at resources
sharing, assessing and recommendation. This system is used in the
context of online communities to harness the social perspective in
learning and to promote collaboration, online recommendation,
and learner communities building. The system has been used in sev-
eral learning situations, such as knowledge sharing among faculties
and teaching assistants, high school teachers and among students.

The CYCLADES system (Avancini & Straccia, 2005) is a general
recommendation service. It uses a collaborative filtering technique
with user-based ratings, but does not just apply the technique to
one community. It uses digital resources, which are freely available
in the repositories of the Open Archives Initiative.2 The advantage
of the system is the possibility of offering recommendations for
learning activities that are developed by different institutions. This

approach is currently used by the Open Education Resources
movement.

A related system is the CoFind prototype (Dron, Mitchell, Boyne,
& Siviter, 2000). It uses digital resources that are freely available on
the Web but it follows a new approach that uses folksonomies for
recommendations. The CoFind developers stated that predictions
according to preferences were inadequate in a learning context
and therefore more user driven bottom-up categories like folkso-
nomies are important.

A different approach to learning resources’ recommendation
has been followed by Shen in Shen and Shen (2004) where a rec-
ommender system for learning objects that is based on sequencing
rules that help users be guided through the concepts of ontology of
topics has been developed. Rules are fired when gaps in the com-
petencies of the learners are identified, and then appropriate re-
sources are proposed to the learners.

A similar sequencing system has been introduced in Huang,
Huang, Wang, and Hwang (2009). The proposed system, the Learn-
ing Sequence Recommendation System (LSRS), analyses group-
learning experiences to predict and provide a personal list for each
learner by tracking others’ learning patterns regarding certain top-
ics. It proposes learning mechanism that uses Markov chains to cal-
culate transition probabilities of possible learning objects in a
sequenced course of study.

Fig. 2. The IWT user interface and the formative need section.

Fig. 3. A list of ULLGs suggested to a given user.

2 http://www.openarchives.org/.
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The Evolving e-Learning System (ELS) Tang, & McCalla, 2003 is
another system including a hybrid recommendation service. The
system is used for storing and sharing research papers and glossary
terms among university students and industry practitioners. Re-
sources are described (tagged) according to their content and tech-
nical aspects, but learners also provide feedback on them in the
form of ratings. Recommendation takes place both using data clus-
tering techniques to group learners with similar interests and col-
laborative filtering techniques to identify similar learners in each
cluster.

The Re-Mashed Personal Learning Environment (Drachsler
et al., 2009) recommends learning resources from emerging infor-
mation of a learning network. In such system, learners can specify
Web 2.0 services like Flickr, delicious.com or sildeshare.com and
mash-up them in a personal learning environment. Learners can
rate such information and train a recommender system for their
particular needs.

A hybrid recommendation approach has been adopted in
CourseRank (Bercovitz et al., 2009) that is used by several Ameri-
can Universities and school as an unofficial course guide.3 In this
system, the recommendation process is obtained by querying a rela-
tional database with course and student information. No specific rec-
ommendation approaches are used.

A hybrid approach is also adopted by RPL, the prototype system
that has been implemented in the course repository of the Virtual
University of Tunis.4 This prototype includes a recommendation en-
gine that combines a collaborative filtering algorithm with a con-
tent-based filtering algorithm, using data that has been logged and
mined from user actions.

A more recent conceptual framework is ROLS (Recommender
Online Learning System) (Peiris & Gallupe, 2012). It uses a collab-
orative approach combined with inferences made on a knowledge
base composed of learning elements and procedure rules (specify-
ing how each elements should be taught). The system is purposed
at providing recommendations to learners based on content being
delivered and assessed but also to provide data and feedback for all
learning stakeholders (instructors, course developers and system
administrators) to improve their experience with the system.

Table 3 compares the various available systems and prototypes
together and with respect to our prototype tool. As it can be seen
the greatest part of them uses a classical collaborative approach
to recommendation and only few of them hybridize such approach
with a more sophisticated one. Apart ROLS, our prototype is the
only one that relies on knowledge structures (i.e. formally modeled
domains of concepts) to provide better and more fine grained
recommendations.

Table 1
Correspondence between sample ULLGs and domain concepts.

ULLGs Concepts

Outline of set theory Formal systems Propositional logics First order logics Description logics Ontologies

ULLG 1: Propositional logics X X X
ULLG 2: First order logics X X X
ULLG 3: Description logics X X
ULLG 4: Logics X X X X X
ULLG 5:Ontologies X

Table 2
Cognitive states of three sample learners.

Learners Concepts

Outline of set theory Formal systems Propositional logics First order logics Description logics Ontologies

Learner 1 X X X X
Learner 2 X X X X
Learner 3 X X X X

Fig. 4. The list of ULLGs suggested to the learner 2.

3 http://www.courserank.com/. 4 http://cours.uvt.rnu.tn/rpl/.
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Our prototype is also one of the few prototypes (together with
Shen, LSRS, RPL and ROLS) that bases recommendations not just
on user ratings but also on user knowledge i.e. on past courses or
on concepts that are considered as already known by the learner
that is asking for recommendations. Moreover, like both Shen
and LSRS, it is also able to provide sequencing capabilities i.e. the
recommendation is not related to a course or to a learning resource
but to a dynamically generated sequence of resources.

6. Experimentation and evaluation

6.1. Experimentation context and approach

To evaluate the prototype and analyze its effects in a learning
process, we experimented it with real users within a University
setting. In particular, 170 students enrolled in an online course
on Software Engineering were involved in the experiment.

68 out of 170 students (40%) participated actively in the expe-
rience. We considered active participation the submission of an
evaluation form at the end of the experience. Since the experiment
was optional for all students, 60% of them chose not to send the
evaluation form and thus they were excluded from the analysis.

From the 68 participants we formed 2 groups for the experi-
ment. One experimental group with 41 students (60%) was enabled
to the formative needs prototypal section where to find tailored rec-
ommendation about how to complement their current knowledge
with additional topics related to Software Engineering. The same
section was inhibited to the control group composed of 27 students
(40%). The formal assignment lasted three weeks during the second
third of the Fall term. All students of both groups were supervised
by a tutor during the experiments.

After the assignment, students of the experimental group were
required to fill out a questionnaire that included the following 7
sections: (i) identification data; (ii) evaluation questions about
the knowledge acquired within the course; (iii) open questions
about the integrated system supporting the course; (iv) test-based
evaluation of the recommendation features provided by the sys-
tem; (v) test-based evaluation of the usability of formative need
section (Ertl, Ebner, & Kikis-Papadakis, 2010). Students submitting
this questionnaire had the chance to increase their final grade of
the course up to 20%. If the questionnaire was not submitted or
with wrong responses the final grade would not decrease
whatsoever.

For those students of the control group, a different question-
naire was sent with only sections (i) and (ii) which had to be filled.
Students submitting this questionnaire had the chance to increase
their final grade of the course up to 10%. If the questionnaire was
not submitted or with wrong responses the final grade will not de-
crease whatsoever.

For qualitative statistical analysis, we summarized the open an-
swers in the surveys. For the quantitative statistical analysis we
adopted basic statistics, such as Mean (M), Standard Deviation
(SD) and median (Md). For the section (v) we used the System
Usability Scale (SUS) Brooke, 1996.

From the editing point of view, the course was modeled within
IWT by exploiting domain model discussed in Section 3.1. In order
to provide recommendation facilities, 5 ULLG had been created to
cover specific aspect of the Software Requirements subtopic (see
Fig. 5).

The complete evaluation was presented in the context of the
ALICE project5 and also discussed in Capuano, Mangione, Pierri,
and Salerno (2013). In the following we report the summary of the
main findings concerned with the ULLG recommendation features
integrated with the IWT system.

6.2. Evaluation results

The Fig. 6 shows the quantitative analysis in terms of Mean (M),
Standard Deviation (SD) and Median (Md) related to the compe-
tence acquired with respect to specific concepts of the course cov-
ered by the defined ULLGs (Software Requirements). In general, we
denote good levels of the acquired competences.

To evaluate differences between experimentation and control
groups, the section (ii) of both questionnaires included an evalua-
tive assignment with 2 questions about the Software Requirements
topic as follows:

(1) From your experience as a user of social networks (e.g., Face-
book, Twitter, etc.), indicate 5 functional requirements and 5
nonfunctional requirements implemented in these systems.
Classify the nonfunctional requirements according to the
Volere template.

(2) Indicate what the problems are to identify requirements
during their elicitation.

While Question 1 is more general and practical Question 2 is
more specific and theoretical. This aim was also to evaluate the im-
pact of the prototype both on general and on specific acquisition of
knowledge. This part of each questionnaire was assessed by a lec-
turer who used the standard 10-point scale to score the students’
responses. Table 4 shows the results.

From the results of Table 4, students from the experimental
group scored higher than the control group though the overall dif-
ference is not significant. However, observing closed the results,
while Question 1 got similar marks, for Question 2 the marks were
significantly different (1.22 out of 10). More interestingly, the SD in

Table 3
Comparison of our tool with related work.

System Status Recommender approach Sequencing capabilities Recommendations based on

Altered vista Full system Collaborative No User ratings
QSIA Full system Collaborative No User ratings
CYCLADES Full system Collaborative No User ratings
ELS Full system Collaborative + clustering No User ratings
CourseRank Full system DB Filters No User ratings
RACOFI Prototype Collaborative + rules engine No User ratings
CoFind Prototype Collaborative No User ratings
Shen 04 Prototype Content based Yes User knowledge
LSRS Prototype Markov chains Yes User knowledge
Re-mashed Prototype Collaborative No User ratings
RPL Prototype Collaborative + content based No User knowledge + user ratings
ROLS Proof of concept prototype Collaborative + knowledge structures No User knowledge + user ratings

OUR TOOL Prototype (integrated in a commercial system) Collaborative + knowledge structures Yes User knowledge

5 http://www.aliceproject.eu/.
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Question 2 of the experimental group is considerately lower than
in the other group for the same question and also lower than the
other questions and groups.

This result is in line with the fact that the students, by exploit-
ing system recommendations, could find a specific resource de-
voted to answer this question while control group students had
the information related to this question more dispersed in their
material.

After having assessed the knowledge acquired by the students
we have analyzed the value of integrated system as educational re-
source. To this end, quantitative and qualitative data were col-
lected in sections (iii) and (iv) of the questionnaire by 3 open
questions (qualitative) and 13 test-based questions (quantitative).

In the questionnaire, for the three quantitative questions we
used a 0–10 rating scale. The scale went from the worst mark (0)

to the best mark (10) considering a ‘‘good’’ assessment marks from
5 to 10 and a ‘‘bad’’ assessment marks from 0 to 4.9.

For the test-based questions the rating scale ranged from ‘‘Not
at all’’ (1); ‘‘Somewhat’’ (2) and ‘‘Completely’’ (3). Despite some-
times these values changed to fit best the expected type of the re-
sponses, in all cases 3 options were provided (positive, medium
and negative).

Three open questions were asked to students about the ULLG
prototype:

(1) Evaluate in general the integrated system to support the
study of the course on Software Engineering (and assess the
system from this view in the scale 0–10).

(2) Indicate how in your opinion the integrated system has
impacted in your individual learning process as for the Soft-
ware Engineering topic (and assess the system from this view
in the scale 0–10).

(3) In comparison to the standard system what advantages and
disadvantages do you think the learning goals recommender
prototype provides to study? Indicate in your view what are
the main problems, issues and lacks of this tool (and assess
the system from this view in the scale 0–10).

The average of 6.14 (SD = 2.27, Md = 7) has been achieved. This
result is very good considering the prototype nature of the envi-
ronment. In particular, students in general liked the platform and
found it useful for their study (Question 1: M = 6.13, SD = 2.31,
Md = 7). Question 2 was slightly better scored than Question 1
(M = 6.39, SD = 2.33, Md = 7). Finally, Question 3 was scored a bit
lower that the other 2 questions, though not significantly
(M = 5.91, SD = 2.19, Md = 6.5). Students commented that the inte-
grated system provided a higher degree of flexibility and personal-
ization with respect to the standard one.

Table 5 reports the answers provided to the 13 quantitative
questions included in the section (iv) of the questionnaire for
assessing the features of the integrated system. Also in this case re-
sults are encouraging with a predominance of answer of ‘‘com-
pletely’’ and ‘‘somewhat’’ types.

To investigate the overall usability of the IWT system, we used
the SUS included in section (v) of the questionnaire. The answers
were given on the 5-point Likert scale, so that students could state
their level of agreement or disagreement. The rating scale ranged

Fig. 5. The list of experimental ULLG.

Fig. 6. Quantitative analysis of acquired competencies.

Table 4
Results of the learning assignment evaluation.

Questions Experimental group (n = 41) Control group (n = 27)

Question 1 M = 6.38; SD = 1.64; Md = 6 M = 6.11; SD = 1.56; Md = 6
Question 2 M = 7.83; SD = 0.78; Md = 8 M = 6.33; SD = 1.28; Md = 6
Overall M = 7.11; SD = 1.46; Md = 7 M = 6.22; SD = 1.41; Md = 6
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from ‘‘I strongly disagree’’ (1), ‘‘I disagree’’ (2), ‘‘neither/nor’’ (3) to
‘‘I agree’’ (4), ‘‘I strongly agree’’ (5).

SUS scores have a range of 0 to 100 with an average score of 68,
obtained from 500 studies. A Score above a 68 would be considered
above average and anything below 68 is below average. A score
above an 80.3 is considered an A (the top 10% of scores). Scoring
at the mean score of 68 gets you a C and anything below a 51 is
an F (putting you in the bottom 15%).

After calculating the SUS score for each student, we got an aver-
age for 41 SUS scores of 60.78 thus below the SUS mean but near-
by, which is a good score considering the first prototypical nature
of the system.

7. Conclusions and future work

We defined in this paper a methodology to recommend learning
goals and to generate learning experiences and a prototype compo-
nent integrated in an commercial adaptive e-learning system
named IWT. We compared the proposed approach with similar
existing systems and prototypes facing the problem of learning re-
sources and learning goals recommendation.

The first evaluation provided encouraging results considering
the prototype nature of the environment. A more extensive exper-
imentation is currently running in order to provide comments and
suggestions to be used for models and methodologies improve-
ment. In addition to comments coming from experimentation,
some improvement can be already foreseen.

In particular the application of matrix factorisation techniques
(Rendle & Schmidt-Thieme, 2008) able to transform the concept
mapping matrix that is a huge sparse matrix in a product of smaller
dense matrixes can be applied to optimize recommender perfor-
mances. In addition, the possibility for learners to rate ULLGs cre-
ated by other teachers or learners will be explored. This rating can
be exploited by recommender algorithms as explicit feedback to
improve recommendations.
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